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When addressing the topic of securing teacher

acceptance of technology in schools, a great number of

educators today are talking about bringing computers and

computing into the schools and this means change. Bring-

ing Computers into schools some years ago might have been

considered a minor change and could have affected only a

few teachers, particularly the mathematics teachers, some

business teachers, and those few teachers using Computer

Aided Instruction (CAI), Since CAI was too expensive for

most schools. Today, however, there is a new problem.

Computers pervade all aspects of our lives. Everyone in

our society needs to know about computers in order to

function in the society. Joseph Lipson in a 1970 report

for the National Science Foundation (NSF) said, "Failure of

the, Federal Government to move swiftly to facilitate educa-

tional uses of the new technologies will endanger the economic

and, eventually, the military security of the country. If

our democratic institutions are to remain stable, we must

welcome, rather than fear or ignore, the imperatives of

technological change. It is unlikely that we can do this

without firmly weaving advanced information technologies

into the fabric of our education system.
"1

He continues by saying we need a major program to
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train specialists in this area -- computer specialists and

people with artistic and instructional design talent. And

herein lies one of our mejor problems, there are not and

will not in the forseeable future be sufficient trained

personnel for the schools unless some near miracle occurs.
2

Further Lipson says, "We find evidence that only with

an informed public, can the nation hope to move into a com

puter age with the speed and sense of purpose required.

The "adoption of a new technology is incredibly complex.

At almost'every stage there is strong interaction with

public attitudes and public understanding. Investments,

markets, legislative positions, enrollment in courses,

and selection of careers will all vary with public aware

ness and knowledge.

Beyond consideration of these problems, the acquisition

of hardware, software and courseware for use in the schools

must be addressed. "The dramatic change in capability, and

the cost of information and image machines will touch every

aspect of our personal lives and health as a society. And,

science education . . . will face a unique challenge in

responding to the opportunity. New knowledge and skills

can be taught through new forms of learning experience.

Concepts and procedures can be more effectively taught to

a wide range of students.
n4

The returns are great if a real committment 4.s made.

The teachers' committment is important, but is only one

part. For "the acceptance by teachers of an educational
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program is a necessary precondition for its sucoess. u5

However, "a school district must have a strong commitment

from the Board of EduOation and the administration iri'order

to provide the policies and resources needed to establish

goals and implement systematic curriculum change."6 Does

this commitment exist to allow teachers to'incorporate

the needed technological change?

There are several aspects that must be examined with

regard to teacher.acceptance of technology in the schools.

It seems appropriate to consider the reasons that teachers

may not accept technology, the reasons that will persuade

teachers to use technology, and finally to look at the

methods and means that may minimize those factors which

inhibit the use of technology and those that maximize the

acceptance of such technology. Before examining these

factors a brief look at history seems appropriate.

Historically there has been only minimal acceptance

of technology and innovation in schools. There has actually

been only incremental change when the long term is consider-

ed. Today there is still a great deal of teacher explanation

(lecture presentation), student listening, students doing

assignments and reading from textbooks, and students writing

examinations about the material presented to them.7 That

is, there is great reliance on lecture, text, and test.

This is not to say that there has not been considerable

emphasis at times on the use of media other than blackboard,

;,
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chalk, and textbooks, but these older materials remain

dominant in, the majority of classrooms. Dr. Andrew

Molnar cites a 1975 National Science Board report stating,

"that over half of all science and social studies and two-

third4 of all mathematics classes use a single textbook

and many teachers use no supplemmtary aids other than the

chalkboard."8 The question is why is this so? Why are

television teaching, programmed learning materials, films,

direct-dial access systems, and language laboratories not

more dominant? There is no single answer. Some of the

explanations for the failura to use these technologies in

schools include: little concrete evidence of the effective-

ness of the use of these media, teacher resistance to change,

lack of training in the use of equipment, the lack of adequate

hardware, software and courseware, the need to change teach-

ing style to use the technology, and the fact that extra time

and' preparation are required to use these technologies.

Acceptance, on the other hand, occurs when the teacher feels

that the technology is effective with students, the teacher

has adequate training to effectively and efficiently use

the technology, there is adequate hardware, software and

courseware, and the technology fits the teaching style of

the teacher.

Almost parenthetically it seems appropriate to mention

that one of the technologies that has succeeded is the

language laboratory. Here the special feature seems to be

the active rather than passive involvement of the learner.
9
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This and the experience of most teachers seems to agree

that active involvement of the learner in the learning pro-

ces.s ismore effective -than passive involvement.

The primary factor most teachers consider in -relation

to the use of technology in the classroom is its effective-

ness in the teaching-learning environment. Nearly all tech-

nology will require an investment of time and effort on the

part of the teacher, if they are to use it in their class-

room. Unless the teacher is thoroughly convinced that this

is worthwhile for the students, the teacher will not be

motivated to expend time and/or effort in preparing for

the use of the technology.

Today, the technology that seems paramount in the

minds of most educators is computers, more particularly

microcomputers, and micorcomputers with videodisks. In

terms of schools this is a very recent development. Com-

puters were unheard of in the schools in 1950. Indeed,

there were only 15 computers in the United States in 1950
10

and in 1951 the first commercial computer, a UNIVAC, was

delivered to the Census Bureau.
11

It was 1954 before a

commercial computer was delivered to other than a govern-

mental agency. But computer technology developed rapidly

and by the late fifties there/were already many "second

generation" computers.
1

.

2 These'computers were more reliable,

faster and less expensive. 'At that time many schools acquired

their first computers, business and industry recognized the

need for computers specialists, and the general interest in
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this new technology spurred the development of courses in

programfaing and the use of the computer. A few experimental

programs were developed in the late fifties and a scattering

of credit and non-credit courses appeared at various educa-

tional levels. The problems of the emerging new discipline

were apparent from the beginning -- equipment, teaching staff,

texts and curricula )-3

On the secondary level a pilot program in Livermore,

California in 1957-58 was one of the earliest reported

courses.
14 This successful program led to the introduction

of a regular course in computer programming in 1958. Designed

for mathematics and science stud .zs, the purpose was enlight-

enment and enrichment of their programs. Local business and

industry provided computer facilities, materials, and instructors.

It should be noted that this was one of the few areas of the

country where firms had computers at this early date and where,

they were willing to donate so generously of their time,

facilities and personnel. This cooperation between school

and industry was present in the early states of many programs) -5

Untilithe mid-sixties progress was slow. In 1963 the

PIP Newsletter listed all the courses and programs known to

the Project on Information Processing, a committee of the

National Science Teachers Association. The report showed

that only a scattering of courses were being offered. There

was evidence of a lack of equipment and of trained personnel

8
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for teaching. The lists of available texts and visual aids

revealed a dirth of suitable materials. Many noncredit

courses were offered by business and professional associations
16

for the,enrichment of the regular high school program.

Significantly, two distinct varieties of programs were

reported, the one with a mathematical scientific orientation

and the other with a business orientation. Hard facts as to

the number of secondary schools teaching data processing

are not available, but one estimate is that in 1966 onefifth
.

of all high schools had access to data processing equipment

for instructional purposes, though most of the equipment

was unit record equipment.
17

Ano ther report at that time

indicated that nationwide about 400 secondary schools were

using computers for programming scientific problems.
18

Throughout the sixties the problems were still equipment,

teachers, texts, and cdrricula. But some schools were

.finding solutions.19 Timesharing services provided the

equipment at a price many could afford. Some teachers

obtained training at local colleges or attended summer

institutes sponsored by the National Science Foundation.

Some texts were appearing, though not always of good

quality, and the results of experimental and early course

offerings of a few schools provided the basis for curriculum

development.

The situation as the seventies began is well summarized

by Warren Stenberg of the University of Minnesota:
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Computer science courses have.not as yet played
a major role in computer use at thesecondary
scene but they now seem to be coming up fat,. . . .

(Even though) no standard curriculum has yet
been developed . . (and) textbooks are not
generally used.'°

Courses in data processing "are still in the category of

pipe dreams since the teaching personnel just does not.

exist."21 .

But events in the seventies changed this picture,

Today there is a sudden increase in the numberof schools

across "the nation which are beginning to use computers

or are considering the use of:compuierd in the classroom.

There are two major forces behind this movement.' First,

computers are, with the advent of the microcomputer,

relatively inexpensive. Second, the computer has become

such a pervasive factor in our daily lives that nearly

every citizen must have some knowledge of computers to

function in a society where they will interact, directly

or indirectly, with computers.

Surveys of teachers indicate that most teachers

believe that all students should learn about the computer.

Not all teachers are convinced that they should use

computers in their own classrooms, and some of those who

are not interested in using computers indicate that they are

unaware of the possible uses of the computer in the class-

room.
22

10
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Other factors which cause teachers to be reluctant

to use,Itomputers include.earlier claims that the computer

will replace the teacher, their own lack of knowledge

about computers, the feeling that computers'will deliver

a less personalized education for the studenWa 1pCk of

understanding of the advantages and modes of .use of computers

in the classroom, being ill-at-ease when using computers,

and having seen examples of problems with the use of coil;

puters in various school administration applications.

For those teachers,who are convinced that computers '

are an important part of the clastrOom, there may remain some

reluctance to use computers. Th,t-S,reluctance comes from
7

anxiety in dealing withequipment4 a feeling of loss of

control of the teaching-learning situation, inadequate hard-
,

ware, software, courseware, and support; or bec'ause of the.

considerable time and effort required to obtain adequate

training, to remain'cUrent in the field anli to use computers .

in appropriate ways in the classroom.'

What Will Persuade Teachers to Use Computers?

First appropriate training is essential. Through pre-
,

service, in- service and professional development the leaders

in education need to see that teachers understandthat the

computer is to be viewed not as a replacement of.the teacher,

but rather as a sophisticated tool to be used by the teacher

to allow the teacher ta do a better job,in the classroom.

14
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This means that teachers must realize the potential of the

computer the classroom, thlat the computer can be used in

many mode as a tutor to provide information and drill and

practice/ as a tool 'in courses that require a calculator or

information retrieval device,and as a machine to be instructed.,

)

Teaches should 'be giy81-1 ample-opportunity to-see computers

used n all these ways and to see bow they may effectively

be used'in their own classroom. -Seeing examples of quality

ouses/of coMputers should allay inisgivings and motivate.

. teaChers to consider using. computers in their own classrOoms.

Second, adequate hardware, software and support must

-be assured. At,.the present, time many - schools faCe tight budgets

:and this 'naturally means_* strict limitations on funds for hard -,..0

t ,

ware.,_software and support. There are areas which aretrying.

innovative programs for the use.oUcomputeTs thrbugfi sharing
.

of facilities, one school using the mierocqmputkr far a few

weeks and then passing it on to another school. -This is *

certainly preferable to no computer at ill:, but is far'

from adequate. While research supports the-use ?f one

microcomputer or terminal by a pair of students at on

time,
23 in a classroom of twenty to thirty staents, one

computer means that the teacher cannot help -the students

using the computer and neglect the vast majority of the

students in the room. deally, a computer for every four
i -

students is suggested. A single laboratory in the schodl,

where students may go to use the computer, might be a good

solution. The teacher could accompany the students arid

12
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various classes could be scheduled to use'the laboratory,

or the laboratory might funtetion in much the same way as

the library. Even now it is'being suggested at Carnegie

. Mellon University that each student should have his/her

own microcomputer. 24 This is certainly a long way off

for public secondary schools, but sives some idea of the

thinking of some professional educators about the importance

of computers for students:

Software is beginning to be developed for use in

schools. Atthe present time much of the software that

is being'used'has been developed by thew teachers who are

using it, or has been given to them by friends and

acquaintances, or swapped through uset's grOuRs. A current

project of the North West Regional Laboratory in Portland,
0

Oregon, headed by Dr-.'Judith Edwards and funded by NSF, is

evaluating and cataloging software,for use in schools.

Other materials, primarily for use in higher education, are

ayailable through CONDUIT at the University .of Iowa.

Several microcomputer vendors are also active. in assisting
o

in the exchange of software among their users. While there

is not at the present time an abundance of software, positive

steps are being :taken in the dgvelOpment.and.dessiminat,ion

of quality software. This is war-ea which needs, continued

attention.

There must, at least for the present, be a realization

that the classroom teacher requires support in the use of a

13
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computer or computers in the - classroom. Many teachers,

especially in the initial stages., are unfdmiliarlaith-:

computers and find such small iroblems.as hooking up

and adjusting the color monitor or TV,.ightenint up

a connection, and checking out ,the machine fan- proper

functioning, to be ;overwhelming. For some time a-fer the
o , ..

,

initial introductibn into the classroom the teacher needs

someone to whom toturn in. case of a malfunction, someone

to be a resource when questions arise.in the use of software
. .

and for lesson planning. (-This seems essential if'the transition

into the cladsroom is toite smooth. One "expert" in the school

building who has the time, expertise: and assignment to assist

other teachers seems:to alleviate many koblems.

Third, teachers.tust be given time for training and

for planning for the use Of computers. Not onlyis:a

considerable time required to db.ain the necessarytraining

to use a computer with ease in'the classroom, time is alsb

needed to remain,curredt in this ,rapidly changing field.

The amount and type'of training that an individual teacher

needs will vary considerably', depending!.on the. previous

training of the teacher and the mode and extent to which

the computer is to be used in the clatsroom- For those
:

teachers whq.will us:e onlyprewritten software, the train-

ing need riot be extensive. 'However, for teachers who

are teaching computer literacy and computer programming
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much more training will be necessary and frequent updating

will be necessary since the field is so dynamic.

What Can Administrators and Educational Leaders Do To Encourage

The Use of Computers in Classrooms?

There are no simple answers to bringing computers into

the classroom. Indeed it has been a long process and it will

not occur immediately. However, it is crucial that the pro-

cess of bringing computers into the classroom be addressed

in this decade. Dr. Andrew Molnar of NSF sees this as a

critical issue for schools. Change cannot be mandated, but

leaders can persuade. This is an appropriate time because

the public is aware of the importance of computers, parents

are seeking, in many cases; for computers to be introduced

into schools. News magazines, such as TIME, indicate that

the USA is falling behind Japan in technology, particularly

in computerized robots. Many leaders are pointing to the

need for better science training, which means training in

the use of computers. With this stiumulus, it is time to

develop a plan of action which should include:

1. provide teachers with an opportunity to learn
about appropriate uses of computers in the class-
room.

2. provide pre-service and in-service training for
teachers.

3. provide adequate, not token, equipment for the
classroom.

4. provide software packages for use in classrooms.

15
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5. provide auxiliary teaching resources -- films,
texts, lesson plans, and curriculum guides.

6. provide a specialist to consult with classroom
teachers concerning hardware, software and class-
room usage of the computer.

7. reward good teaching with computers.

8. provide examples of teachers doing superior
teaching with computers.

Though this list seems long, and some items involve con-

siderable expense, we must consider the cost of not providing

these items for our teachers and students. Because "the

computer has, today, had an impact on the lives of each and

every one of us; already, most of our financial affairs and

many of our social affairs are subtly controlled or structured

by the computer, and the future promises only more of the

same,
u25 we must see that every student has a "basic under-

standing of the computer . . . a critical component of the

knowledge of any educated man or woman. "26

We must realize that the status of computer literacy

among the students in our schools today is woefully low.

Dr. Ronald E. Anderson of the Minnesota Educational Computing

Consortium (MECC) reported in December 1980 at the National

Computer Literacy Goals for 1985 Conference in Reston,

Virginia that:

In brief, the best data we have suggest that few
students in either senior or junior high school have
opportunities for computer experience; few have
algorithmic problem-solving skills; and many lack
an awareness of the role and value of computers.
Since these findings are true for 17 year old
students, most of whom .were in 11th grade, we
would speculate that many students graduating from
high school and perhaps from college without a
minimal level of computer literacy.

16
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What is equally disturbing is.the evidence
in the data that what little literacy exists in
the nations' students in unequally distributed
across social groups. Computer experience is
must less common among minorities, women, and those
living in the Southeastern U.S. or in rural areas.
Not only is computer experience less common among
these groups but there is good evidence that
computer knowledge and skills are lower as well.

26

All students must become computer literate. We must see

to it that computer education is equitable and that we do not

develop a group that is information and computation rich and

a group that is information and computation poor. For

information and computational ability are power and these

belong to all.

Finally, it is instructive to look at some examples

of computers in schools and to try to determine how they

came about and why they succeeded. There are many examples

that should b,2. considered and here only a few are mentioned.

One of the earliest known programs in a public school was

in Livermore, California in 1957. Here parents wanted their

children to learn about computers and programming. Some of

the parents and local professionals taught the course and

the programs were taken to local facilities to be run.

There are many similar examples of parents teaching a

course or courses, providing access to equipment and giving

excellent support to the classroom teacher. A program of

this type can work in the initial phases, but eventually it

must become a regular part of the curriculum and be handled

by a regular teacher.

17
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One of the important examples of an entire state

taking the initiative in bringing computing into the schools

is in Minnesota. The Minnesota Educational Computing

Consortium has been very successful in this respect.

They began by using a system of time-shared computers

with terminals in the schools and now are also using

microcomputers. They provide teaching training, soft-

ware, group purchase of hardware, curriculum guidelines

and support. State and local school systems in other

areas can gain considerable expertise from the publications

of MECC. You will be able to earn mire about this in the

next session when Dr. John Haugo, Director of MECC, talks

in the session "Managing Technological Change in the Schools".

The impressive work in the Philadelphia Public Schools

under the direction of Ms. Sylvia Charp is an excellent

example on a local level. People from around the world
...

'visit this project and,emulate many of- the fine parts of

this program.

Many of the secondary schools in New England owe
..

much of their success to Dartmouth College which not only

made computer resources available to these schools through

their time-sharing system, but Dartmouth also trained

teachers and encouraged the development and exchange of

software.

The early and successful programs in computing in

Oregon owe much to Dr. David Moursund who obtained NSF

1 00
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grants to fund summer training sessions for secondary

school teachers at the University of Oregon. An out-

growth of this was the establishment of the Oregon

Council on Computer Education and the publication The

Oregon Computing Teacher which has recently become The

Computing Teacher and is distributed nationally.

These are but a few of the projects that have had

an effect on the local or 'state schools, but they are

important and we can learn much from them. In every case

there was at least one very dedicated individual who gave

guidance to the project, there was training of teachers,

there was involvement in acquiring of hardware, there was

development and dissemination of software, and there was

ongoing support for the teachers in the classroom. These

are the essential ingredients to encourage teachers to

use computers effectively in their classrooms.

6
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